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Shropshire and Powys Advanced Riders

Minutes of Committee meeting 17th February 2021 by Zoom

Item Minutes Actions

1 Attendance Robert Hall, Helen Parker, Ken Swinton, Kevin Fletcher, Charles Bridgeman, David Rogers, Tina 

Kelly

2 Apologies Simon Plevin, Robin Padgett

3 Minutes of previous 
meeting and matters 
arising.

Earlier Meetings

Membership A few non responders to calls to update records and Rob to speak with Stuart and tutors 
once we are up and running.

Jan 21 Meeting

Social Charles to approach Stuart to see if he would do one as an ex policeman or maybe preparation and 
planning for a trip abroad.

AOB Ken has been looking into a club Zoom licence and has been trialling it out.

Ongoing

Charles to ask Stuart 
Done

Ken to speak to David to 
sort Zoom licence Done

4 Chairman Nothing to report

5 Secretary Nothing to report
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6 Clothing Ken nothing sold
 

7 Training Officer Robin absent

8 Publicity Nothing to report, we need to think about this when things start again. When we get going we will push 
the new tutors for final training

9 Treasurer We have £8800 in the bank, recently paid for the BMF £237 and Zoom £147.

1

0

Membership 
secretary

Full 54

Associates 29, Honorary 3, Pillion 7, Total 89

This year Leavers 17, Joiners 19

1

1

Monthly ride outs On hold until after Covid

1

2

Social media Simon absent

1

3

Social events Pub night was good mostly committee members. These are easy to put on, a Friday evening may be 
better. Stuart is happy to do a quiz. Charles intends to put another one on with the quiz and socialising.

Rob suggested an “ask the examiner” session, Charles to ask Martin. Charles to email Martin
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1

4

AOB Tutoring - Rob said that people are asking are we going to check run the tutors, Rob spoke to Stuart and 
he said yes we will have to. All tutors will be up to speed before tutoring.

There is a potential to offer out to all members a small check run as people haven’t ridden for a long time 
and it will help get them engaged back into the club. Rob to liaise with Stuart on this so we can arrange 
this.

Ken sent out to members details of a man who is building a bike for charity and it was suggested that we 
give money to him as a club. It was discussed and agreed that it is not in line with our purpose. We know 
it’s a worthy cause but it is not part of our purpose of promoting advanced riding.

Meeting closed at 19.53 hours

Next meeting    17th March 2021 at 7pm by Zoom.  

Signed........................................................................ Date: .....................................................................

Chairman`


